before original papers embodying the work presented and discussed have appeared in the appropriate journals. The chapter headings are those of the main lines of investigation of muscle disease and contain material indicating a considerable volume of research applicable to muscular dystrophy in this country. They reveal lines along which further research is necessary and will therefore be useful to anyone commencing investigation in this field. One example only can be cited, namely the question raised by Payling Wright as to whether or not sarcolemmal nuclei can proliferate either by mitotic or amitotic division in diseased muscle.
The volume will also be of value to the physician or neurologist, for the biochemical abnormalities of the disease have been discussed in detail by different contributors and there is much of general clinical interest, especially the report on problems of hypotonia in infancy by Dubowitz. The Research results of these studies are presented with modesty and clarity in an elegant volume which reflects the greatest credit upon author and publisher. No one interested in electroencephalography, either in a clinical or a research capacity, can fail to profit from what should be obligatory reading for all who aspire to specialize in the field. Dr Pampiglione describes and illustrates the electrical activity of the brain as recorded from needle electrodes inserted into the skin of the scalp. The technique used is so clearly, outlined that the book may confidently be recommended as a manual of instruction. Thereafter, he presents the EEG data obtained in the dog from the first week of extra-uterine life until the age of one year. The records are of excellent quality and the commentary both lucid and stimulating.
Maturation is shown to be accompanied by changes in both waking and sleeping rhythms and by variations in responsiveness to different modalities of stimulus. An interesting association is pointedout between 'advancing -myelination
